
Presenting this diploma thesis as a general overview of one group of writers, perhaps
only a few words would suffice for the explication of my choice. Putting aside any emotional
or personal involvement of mine in this topic, which stems from my ongoing interest in
Japanese culture and the study of this language, I regard Japanese Americans and the
literature they produced as unique in several respects. Considering their often contradictory
reception and the turbulent historical shifts they were subjected to, one has to view this group
as a generation of paradoxes. Being born in America, yet all their lives contending with the
label of "exotic" or "oriental," struggling to conform, but only to discover that this effort (if it
brought them closer to their peers) distanced them from their immigrant parents, writing
literature in a language that was usually not their original mother tongue. These are attributes
and dilemmas that would pertain probably to any recent group of immigrants to the United
States. But what singles out the Japanese American experience among the countless other
immigrant histories, is their collective experience in the years 1942-1944, when the nation
they long aspired to be a part of suddenly crushed these hopes in the wake of the Pearl Harbor
attack by considering them an enemy and sending this minority to forced internment centers
as an alleged precaution against their potential acts of sabotage on the West Coast (none of
which were eventually proven after the war).
Writings by those affected by the internment largely capture and reflect this
experience that forced each of them to reassess and redefine their identity and affiliation to
either of the two nations - and, in spite of the blatant injustice suffered, the vast majority of
second generation Japanese Americans declared their loyalty to the United States.


